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MAY 8, 2020
Honorable Nate Nehring
Chair, Planning & Community Development Committee
Snohomish County Council
3000 Rockefeller Avenue
Everett, WA 98201
DOCKET XX – Clearview MLP RV Storage Proposal (File # 19-116744-DA)
Dear Councilman Nehring:
On behalf of my client (Clearview MLP RV Storage, LLC.), I am writing to respond to the PDS’ Preliminary Review and
Evaluation recommending my Client’s process not be further processed.
The areas in blue text below are statements or analysis taken from PDS’ staff report, which is followed by our response
and analysis. In sum, Applicant believes the following (and its application) demonstrate that the proposal merits further
consideration and should be placed on the Final Docket:

o Inconsistent with the Rural Element in RCW 36.70A.070 and WAC 365-196-425(6)(c)(i):
o Will not principally serve the rural area and may serve urban populations
► Applicant disagrees with the staff interpretation. According to the International Council of Shopping Centers
(ICSC), Coldwell Banker Richard Ellis (CBRE), and the Certified Commercial Investor Member (CCIM) Institute,
the retail trade area for mini self-storage (where 75% to 80% of business is drawn) is 3 to 5 miles.
The following diagrams show a 3-mile radius from my Client’s property along Highway 9 in the CRC zone, which
illustrates that the trade area associated with the desired use would “principally” serve a rural area:

► More support for this as an appropriate retail trade area comes from site selection criteria used by the Parham
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Group, who identify mini self-storage as getting 75% of its customers from within 2 miles or less of the facility.
► The following illustration should that there are numerous mini self-storage facilities that serve the adjacent “urban
areas” but “rural” areas like Clearview are not presently served. Mini self-storage in Clearview would “primarily”
serve customers from the trade area, especially considering that there are six facilities serving the urban area
located west of Clearview.

► By contrast, Clearview is home to multiple uses that arguably do not “principally” serve the rural area, including:
o
o

Kenny’s Tree Service – their website indicates they serve the entire Puget Sound region
Century 21 Real Estate (Bruce) – whose website shows they have listings in Maple Valley, Monroe, Sammamish,
and Everett, including urban commercial property
Looking even deeper at the Clearview LAMIRD, you’ll find an insurance agency, mortgage broker, lumber yard
and RV dealership, which are businesses that cannot alone survive on a retail trade area limited to just the rural
area. Thus, they likely drawn a substantial amount of their business from outside the rural area.
Further, a variety of uses in Clearview, such as a bikini coffee stand, marijuana retailer, McDonalds and
Starbucks, are even less like to “principally” serve the rural area as their locations would have been selected not
by population of the immediate area, but based on visibility and traffic volumes from Highway 9. Several of these
businesses absolutely rely heavily on the volume of “pass-by” traffic.

► Applicant disagrees with the conclusion that because mini self-storage is allowed in urban and rural commercial
zones, it cannot then be consistent with the character of the rural area in 1990 (or more specifically July 1, 1990
as set by the RCWs). First, this ignores the fact that Clearview is a LAMIRD, which by its definition means rural
area with more “intense” rural development.
Second, this ignores that the July 1, 1990 date did not fix the specific uses in perpetuity (if it did bikini espresso
stands would not exist), but rather the general types of uses that would be allowed. Additionally, this criterion is
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more about setting the appropriate boundaries for a LAMIRD, which is wholly different than allowing limited infill
development within an established LAMIRD. The former being necessary to prevent unchecked expansion of the
LAMIRD as a way to encourage more opportunities for development and the latter being a function of allowing
limited development in a LAMIRD that is similar to the types of uses that existed on that date.
Mini self-storage would be consistent with other commercial uses that have been allowed in the Clearview area
which include nurseries (permitted as Farm Stands), RV sales (Vehicle, Vessel and Equipment Sales and Rental,
and RV storage (Commercial Vehicle Storage Facility).
Mini self-storage is consistent with the area, as it represents a low-impact commercial business with minimal onsite employment, low customer traffic and whose retail product is the short- and long-term storage of personal
items of people nearby.
Comparing traffic produced by various uses permitted in the CRC, the following shows how common permitted
uses in the CRC zone compare to the proposed mini self-storage use based on trip generation rates published by
the International Transportation Engineers (ITE) manual:
Retail, General
Office
Mini-self storage

37.75 average daily trips per 1,000 gross square feet
9.74 average daily trips per 1,000 gross square feet
1.51 average daily trips per 1,000 gross square feet or the equivalent of
17.96 average daily trips per 100 storage units

Mini self-storage is comparable to existing permitted uses, including Vehicle, Vessel and Equipment Sales and
Rental and Commercial Vehicle Storage Facility; except that mini self-storage is more likely to serve a rural
population because RVs, Boats & etc. are more likely to be stored in a commercial facility by those living in
adjacent urban areas where storage of these at their homes is prohibited based on urban lot sizes and covenants
restricting long-term vehicle storage, etc. By contrast, those living in the rural area are more likely to have
appropriate space for vehicle, boat or RV storage on their property due to large lot sizes, a lack of “development”
covenants, etc.
There is a universal need among both rural and urban residents for temperature-controlled storage of extra
personal items, furniture and etc. Thus, the important criteria then for locating mini self-storage is that it be
proximate to where people live such that they can easily retrieve something if they want it.
KEY CONCLUSIONS:
1. Mini self-storage businesses are sited so they can serve a primary market within a 3-mile radius.
2. Mini self-storage facilities have a far greater likelihood of “principally” serving the rural area than does a
Commercial Vehicle Storage Facility (and several other existing uses permitted in the CRC zone).
3. The County has no definition for “principally” other than interpreting whether a use might more commonly
be associated with a rural area (for example: farm stand/nursery) versus an urban area.
4. A mini self-storage facility is not out of character with the uses current established within the CRC, so is it
out of character with the types of uses (generally) as what existed there on July 1, 1990.
5. A mini self-storage facility generates far less traffic impacts than do retail and office uses, which both
result in greater strains on the transportation levels of serve in a rural area.

o Exceeds size the size and scale of uses in the CRC zone; that the proposed use is “urban”
► Applicant disagrees with this staff interpretation in two ways.
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First, this is a non-project proposal and no site-specific development plan has been submitted for review. Thus,
review of specific impacts in not possible as that is a function of a project-level review and SEPA.
Second, the CRC zone has density and dimension standards, performance criteria, and other development
regulations that apply to all development in the CRC. These development regulations have conceivably been
established to limit development appropriately based on this area’s rural type of zoning. Since development
regulations are the ‘implementing’ regulations for comprehensive plans, developments complying with these
standards would be consistent with the comprehensive plan.
No new standards are needed and no changes to the comprehensive plan are therefore required.
► Staff’s attempt to otherwise infer that their needs to be even further regulation created to differentiate between an
“urban” and a “rural” version of Applicant’s use is not consistent with how code has been written and applied.
Specifically, existing uses permitted within the CRC zone have been developed (under the zone’s regulations) at
a size and scale which can already be interpreted as being indistinguishable from their counterparts in urban
zones.
For example, the footprint of the Starbucks in the CRC appears to the eye to be no different than the Starbucks
footprint allowed in unincorporated Snohomish County at 132nd and Seattle Hill Rd. This can similarly be said in
comparing the CRC Albertsons versus the Safeway at Puget Park. The following provides context and visual
analysis.

o
o
o
o
o
Starbucks Clearview

Clearview
Starbucks
Clearview Rural
Commercial (CRC) zone
~1,600 of a 3,744 square
foot multi-tenant building
Drive-thru
Two-story
Built 2005

o
o
o
o
o

Seattle Hill Rd.
Starbucks
Neighborhood Business
(NB) zone
1,700 square feet
Drive-thru
Single-story
Built 2007

Starbucks Clearview (Aerial)
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Starbucks Seattle Hill Road

o
o
o
o

Clearview
Albertsons
Clearview Rural
Commercial (CRC) zone
49,947 square feet
Two-story
Built 1994 1

Starbucks Seattle Hill Road (Aerial)

o
o
o
o

Puget Park
Safeway
Community Business (CB)
zone
57,916 square feet
Two-story
Built 2007

Albertsons Clearview

Albertsons Clearview (Aerial)

Safeway Puget Park Dr

Safeway Puget Park Dr (Aerial)

*Even though the grocery was constructed post GMA adoption in 1990, but prior to the first Snohomish County GMA comprehensive plan in
1995, nothing within the CRC zoning regulations as they currently exist would prevent another grocery of similar size and scale from locating
within the CRC zone today – except that the market area’s population (e.g. demand) within the typical 5- to 10-mile trade area would not be
large enough to support two grocery stores.

1
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► The traffic impacts of mini self-storage facilities are significantly below that of either retail or office uses. Thus,
development or redevelopment of a parcel within this area which features mini self-storage would generate far
fewer impacts than additional retail and office developments, having lower level of service demands for water,
sewer and transportation consistent with what is available in a rural area.
► All uses in the CRC zone are required to comply with the General Performance Standards in 30.31F.100 and the
Clearview Rural Commercial Standards 30.31F.140, as well as the Bulk Matrix at 30.23.030. Through these
regulations the size and scale (density and dimensions; bulk standards) of permitted uses is clearly established fo
this zone independent of what may be allowed in urban zones.
Looking at differences between the CRC zone and urban zones like Neighborhood Business and General
Commercial zones, the CRC only allows a building height of 35 feet, but building heights in the Neighborhood
Business (NB) and General Commercial (GC) zones are much greater, 40 and 45 feet respectively.
Further, uses in the CRC zone are limited by requirements that impervious surfaces not exceed what is consistent
with Health District Requirements for septic drain field development. See 30.31F.140(1). Whereas urban
development has very little limits on impervious surface because of the use of large stormwater facilities, which
are different than drain fields.
Adding in differences in the setbacks between zones and it’s evident that the building footprint (and associated
parking areas) will be smaller in the CRC zone because drain fields require more undeveloped, pervious space
versus their counterparts in urban zones.
► Again, the zoning code does not distinguish between “rural” coffee stand versus an “urban” coffee stand or a
“rural” office building versus an “urban” office building. Instead, the code uses standards for each zone to
implement that zone’s intent. Thus, the CRC zone’s regulations are established to limit development as is
intended to be within this type of LAMIRD/rural area.
► Applicant further disagrees with the Staff assumption that mini self-storage facilities are generically the same in
rural and urban zones, especially since may are different within urban zones (some being single story multibuilding developments and others multi-story office type buildings). Ultimately, what dictates the size, scale and
other attributes of a mini self-storage facility in the CRC from that in other zones is the established bulk
regulations (height, setbacks, lot coverage, etc.).
The CRC regulations are more restrictive than urban zones, but not as restrictive as the less intense Rural
Business zone where a mini self-storage facility would be subject to 30.31F.110 imposing a strict 4,000 square
foot limit on the building footprint of any building regardless of its use.
KEY CONCLUSIONS:
6. Existing permitted uses in the CRC area are regulated by established development regulations which limit
the size and scale of development in accordance with the intent of that zone. These regulations must
already be consistent with the County’s comprehensive plan. Applicant proposes no changes other than
adding a permitted use. Thus, no changes are needed to the development regulations or the
comprehensive plan to achieve consistency or compliance.
7. The implementing development regulations within the CRC will limit the size, scale and intensity of the
mini self-storage use to be consistent with surrounding uses.
8. There is no basis to support an assertion that this proposal requires new development regulations be
adopted to being to distinguish between “rural” and “urban” versions of uses. Zones are established in
accordance with the land use plan. Each zones’ implementing development regulations are already
designed to achieve specific size, scale and intensity based on that zones’ intent.
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9. Mini self-storage as a use is consistent with other uses in the rural area because its service demands are
more consistent with rural levels of serve than the demands of office and retail uses in rural areas (e.g.
level of service demands such as water, sewer, transportation).

o Inconsistent with MPP DP-26 and CPP DP-23 based on an interpretation that:
o mini self-storage uses in a rural area would require smaller, rural scale buildings
o the proposed use is urban in size, character and scale as it would serve urban and rural
populations
► Applicant disagrees. The size and scale of buildings is already established by the regulations of the zone. There
is no need to create new requirements. Further, Applicant has only proposed a use and no site-specific
development plan has been proposed which would allow Staff to reach a conclusion as to whether or not the
design of the use is urban and not rural. The use would be designed to the rural standards contained within the
existing regulations for the CRC zone. Therefore, Applicant’s proposal is not inconsistent with the multi-county
planning policies or the countywide planning policies.
► Both MPP DP-26 and CPP DP-23 are limited in scope and refer to rural areas generally as opposed to Clearview
specifically. Clearview is unlike most rural areas because it has been established as a “limited area of more
intense rural development” or LAMIRD.
CPP DP-23

The County shall establish low intensities of development and uses in areas outside of Urban Growth Areas to
preserve resource lands and protect rural areas from sprawling development.

► Staff’s interpretation of DP-23 (above) is that it applies to LAMIRDs. However, DP-23 is intended to address
“rural” areas outside of urban growth areas. It is not intended to address Clearview, which as a LAMIRD is a
separate and special rural planning area which is designated as such because it has more intense rural
development and recognized as being able to have infill and redevelopment consistent with that LAMIRD’s
character.
Thus for “urban sprawl” to take place it would require either (a) an extension of the LAMIRD to include new areas,
(b) the revision of development standards to allow more intense development in a LAMIRD or (c) the creation of a
new LAMIRD.
Applicant is not proposing any of those. Applicant’s proposal is merely to add mini self-storage as a permitted
use in the CRC zone consistent with the established density and dimension, bulk standards, and other regulations
that are already established for this zone. It is not urban sprawl. In fact, it is consistent with the “infill”
development envisioned in countywide planning policy (CPP) LU 6.H.1.
It should be noted that Applicant’s proposal is also consistent with CPP DP-28 (below), as the mini self-storage
facilities are a form of limited and convenient commercial use that attracts low traffic and minimal employment,
and which benefits from large lot development and the ability to provide vegetative buffers, etc.
CPP DP-28

The County and cities should meet the demand for new commercial activity and services as well as new
industrial job base in Urban Growth Areas (UGAs) with limited exceptions as identified below. Outside of
UGAs, the County should limit commercial and industrial development consistent with GMA and the Regional
Growth Strategy, by allowing for:
a. Resource-based and resource supportive commercial and industrial uses;
b. Limited convenience commercial development serving the daily needs of rural area residents;
c. Home-based businesses;
d. Low traffic and employment enterprises that benefit from a non-urban location due to large lots, vegetative
buffers, etc; and,
e. Maintenance of the historical locations, scale, and character of existing commercial services and industrial
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activities.
f. Resource-dependent tourism and recreation oriented uses provided they do not adversely impact adjoining
rural and resource uses.
Refer to analysis in Applicant’s discussion above.
MPP DP-26 Ensure that development occurring in rural areas is rural in character and is focused into communities and
activity centers.
► Applicant is proposing to add to the use matrix to allow mini self-storage. This use is consistent with the rural
character of the Clearview CRC and consistent with the availability of services in rural areas.
Further, Applicant contends that this policy is being misread by Staff.
In VISION 2040, page 52, rural communities is synonymous with rural cities which it identifies as ‘free-standing’
city urban growth areas surrounded by rural areas. Hence why MPP DP-16 calls for “directing commercial, retail
and community services that serve rural residents into neighboring cities and existing activity areas.”
The key part of this relating to Applicant’s proposal is the use of “and existing activity areas” which is what
Clearview represents.
Reviewing the narrative between MPP DP-16 and DP-26 provides substantial context that indicated when DP-26
refers to “communities and activity centers” it means adjacent cities (or freestanding cities) and rural activity
centers. Clearview’s status as a LAMIRD signifies that it is a rural activity center. Thus, it would be appropriate
for some development to occur in Clearview consistent with Clearview’s character. Applicant’s proposal is a lowimpact use that is consistent with Clearview’s
Applicant is convinced that this distinction is why the forthcoming (and soon to be ratified) VISION 2050 now
includes in its regional growth strategy MPP RGS-13 which more clearly states:
MPP-RGS-13 Plan for commercial, retail, and community services that serve rural residents to locate in neighboring cities
and existing activity areas to avoid the conversion of rural land into commercial uses.
This policy (which will be adopted before Docket XX is approved) provide further context that development should
happen in neighboring cities and existing activity areas of which Clearview is an obviously existing rural activity
center.
Therefore, Applicant’s proposal for the many reasons cited herein would be consistent with the character as it
would comply with the development regulations already established for limiting development in this area.
► As Applicant has stated repeatedly, the CRC zone is not an entirely “rural” area given its designation as a “limited
area of more intense rural development.” As such, the CRC zone has bulk regulations for size, intensity of land
use, lot coverage, impervious surfaces, etc. that establishes limits for this particular zone, which limits are more
restrictive than what is allowed in the urban General Commercial or Neighborhood Business zones, but less
restrictive than what is allowed in the Rural Business zone.
► It is important to distinguish between the proposed use (adding a permitted use to the zoning matrix) and a
proposed project (a site-specific development proposal). Staff’s interpretation that the use is urban in nature
appears to be influenced by the latter and an imagining that this will be like some versions built in urban zones.
No site-specific development is proposed at this time to allow for such an interpretation. And the CRC zone itself
has development regulations that limit the size and scale (building height, lot coverage, impervious surface, etc.)
of development in the CRC zone quite differently than development in urban zones.
Staff’s interpretation that the existing development regulations would need to be changed to prevent urban
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development seems misplaced as it would infer that the present development regulations are allowing urban
development within the CRC zone when in fact the CRC zone has a set of regulations limiting size, height, etc. of
to distinguish it from urban zones and urban levels of development.
► Applicant’s request is limited to adding a single additional use to the CRC use matrix. Applicant has made no
request to amend or alter the development regulations in the CRC zone as part of its request. Therefore, the use
would not be inconsistent with what is allow in the zone as it would have to comply with what the zone requires of
development. As such there is no need to require broader analysis to determine consistency with the
comprehensive plan because the development regulations must have already been consistent with the plan.
► The interpretation that the mini self-storage would not “principally” serve the rural area is not guided by evidence
nor any other substantive criteria. In Applicant’s proposal, we acknowledged it may get some customers from
nearby urban areas (a fair assumption), but such acknowledgement is not inconsistent with the existing
operations of businesses already within the CRC zone.
Applicant contends this use is far more likely to “principally” serve the immediate rural area because retailed trade
area is limited to a 3- to 5-mile radius. This would “principally” cover the rural area and not the urban area.
► The closest the County comes to establishing a threshold for “principally” serving a rural area is along the lines of
what it has adopted for regulations for farmer’s markets (an allowed use in the CRC zone). Farmer’s markets
must comply with Chapter 30.28.036 (among other code sections) which requires that 50% of the farm products
available for purchase must be “grown, raised or harvested” in Snohomish County and 75% must be grown,
raised or harvested in Washington State.
Typically, one would think of a “Farmers Market” in the context of a market set up to sell products from farms in
the immediate rural and agricultural area. However, the code only requires that 50% of products come from
somewhere in Snohomish County’s 2,100+ square miles and not necessarily from a specific rural area therein.
Further, this same section of code allows up to 25% of the vendors to be selling local made ‘hand produced’
crafts. Such crafts may or may not be made by someone in the rural area. These requirements for Farm Stands
apply whether they be located in a rural or urban zone.
While it is a use specific requirement, it’s relevant in this matter because it provides insight into how the County
may interpret “principally” because the limits for Farm Stands is surely established to provide certainty that they
“principally” serve local farms and create local places for their goods to be sold.
Relating this to Applicant’s proposal, it is reasonable to believe that the mini self-storage use would “principally”
serves the rural area because it would easily attract 50% to 75% of its customers from the rural area (and even
more specifically from a 3- to 5- mile radius).
KEY CONCLUSIONS:
10. Mini self-storage can be consistent with the other existing uses in the CRC zone.
11. Mini self-storage would be consistent with the existing comprehensive plan by following the applicable
development regulations that limit the size, scale and intensity of uses within the CRC zone.
12. “Principally” served is not specified in code, but principally can be generally defined as primary, first, or
leading. As such (and in consideration of how Farm Stands are treated), mini-self storage would
principally serve a rural area.
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o Comprehensive plan and development code amendments would be required that are not anticipated
► Not true. It appears the basis for this statement is Staff’s inaccurate assertion that there are no rural development
standards for mini self-storage (mini-storage).
Yet, the development regulations for the CRC zone are development standards that limit uses to be consistent
with that rural zone. All uses in the CRC zone must comply with the General Performance Standards in
30.31F.100 and the CRC zone standards in 30.31F.140, as well as the Bulk Matrix at 30.23.030. – among other
code requirements.
► The comprehensive plan land use element’s discussion of LAMIRDs like the Clearview area does not impose
development specific standards on land uses (and should not as that is the job of implementing development
regulations). Moreover, the comprehensive plan does not (and should not) identify some uses as rural and others
as urban. The following (in dark orange) are the relevant sections of the comprehensive plan 2 applicable to rural
development in the Clearview area and limited more intense rural development within LAMIRDs.
Objective LU 6.H
Within the rural Clearview area and along State Route 9, establish two limited areas of more intense rural
development within logical outer boundaries that are based on commercial uses in existence as of July 1,
1990, and which permits limited infill, development or redevelopment within existing areas.
► This objective states the Clearview LAMIRD is applied to areas where more intense rural development existed
and it relies on implementing development regulations to limit uses to those “based” on commercial uses in
existence as of July 1, 1990. The use of “based on” as opposed to “limited to” in this objective is a clear
recognition that what was in existence isn’t the only thing that can be located there. Further, this objective is clear
that infill is permissible in the form of development or redevelopment within this LAMIRD boundary.
APPLICANT’S PROPOSAL IS CONSISTENT WITH THIS OBJECTIVE.
LU Policies
LU 6.H.1 Recognize the existing commercial and residential settlement pattern in the area of southeast Snohomish
County along State Route 9 between 184th and 172nd Streets SE and at 164th Street SE as limited areas of
more intense rural development (LAMIRD) that provide retail goods and services to the immediate population
and a larger surrounding service area and allow limited infill adjacent to existing commercial development.
► This policy does not use “principally” as the limiting factor for a service within the CRC. Instead it states uses will
provide goods and services to the immediate population and a larger surrounding service area. Further, there is
no distinction in this policy as to “rural” or “urban” populations, nor is there any quantification of either “immediate”
or “larger” when referring to the surrounding area. APPLICANT’S PROPOSAL IS CONSISTENT WITH THIS
POLICY.
LU 6.H.4 Rural residents should have access to a mix of small scale retail sales, personal services and job opportunities
within the CRC designation.
► This policy does not define “small-scale” but it does indicate that residents in the rural area should have access to
a “mix” of services and job opportunities. Mini self-storage is a retail service to homeowners who need to store
their possessions (short- or long-term). Additionally, it provides minimal employment opportunities for the rural
population. APPLICANT’S PROPOSAL IS CONSISTENT WITH THIS POLICY.

Note: consistency with each of these specific comprehensive plan goals, objectives and policies was addressed by the Applicant within a “consistency”
document that was included in Applicant’s original, full application submittal packet.

2
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LU 6.H.5 Prevent strip development by minimizing and containing infill and redevelopment within the logical outer
boundaries of two distinct commercial nodes in the Clearview area.
► This policy seeks to limit infill and redevelopment within the logical boundaries of the Clearview area to avoid strip
development. Applicant’s proposal would allow for a commercial use the logical boundaries and it would not
result in “strip” development. APPLICANT’S PROPOSAL IS CONSISTENT WITH THIS POLICY.
LU 6.H.6 The boundaries of the Clearview LAMIRDs are shown on the Future Land Use map. The boundaries are
based on those found in the Cathcart-Maltby-Clearview area plan, generally follow parcel lines, and include
parcels which meet the following criteria:
(a) The area does not contain extensive critical areas, and
(b) The area is developed with a commercial use which was in existence on or before July 1, 1990; or
(c) The area is zoned Neighborhood Business or Community Business and is a cohesive part of the existing
commercial settlement pattern; or
(d) The remaining area constitutes infill, as it is located between and adjacent to two larger areas meeting
criteria b) or c) above, or is along the boundary edge and its exclusion would create an irregular boundary.
► This policy addresses how the boundaries of the Clearview LAMIRD are to be created. Applicant is not
requesting the boundaries be altered. APPLICANT’S PROPOSAL IS CONSISTENT WITH THIS POLICY.
LU 6.H.7 Implement the CRC designation through zoning and development standards which reduce impacts of new infill
development or redevelopment to adjacent rural residential areas and rural character: (a) Require a twentyfive foot wide sight-obscuring landscape buffer adjacent to the LAMIRD boundaries. The buffer should be
designated to preserve native vegetation and existing trees of three-inch caliper or larger; and (b) New uses
shall be limited primarily to those uses similar to and compatible with uses that existed on July 1, 1990, and
which serve the local rural population.
► This policy addresses the need for zoning and development standards to reduce impacts of new infill
development or redevelopment. These standards already exist, including the buffer required by the policy.
The policy states that new uses be “limited primarily” (not limited exclusively) to those uses like and compatible
with those that existed on July 1, 1990 and which serve the local rural population. Applicant’s proposed mini selfstorage use is similar to and compatible with uses that existed on July 1, 1990 and with the uses present today.
Applicant’s use would serve the local rural population. APPLICANT’S PROPOSAL IS CONSISTENT WITH THIS
POLICY.
LU 6.H.8 Development within the CRC designation shall be limited to development that can be supported by services
typically delivered at rural levels of service. These services may include water, septic systems, and
transportation facilities.
► This policy establishes levels of service as a key criterion for determining what types of development should go
within the CRC – a limited area of more intense rural development. That criterion is development should be
supported by service typically delivered at rural levels of service.
Mini self-storage is a low impact use that requires very minimal services for water, sewerage (it can be on septic),
and transportation. Mini self-storage has considerably lower traffic generation rates than retail and office use.
And mini self-storage has very limited needs for water and sewerage (in this case septic) services.
APPLICANT’S PROPOSAL IS CONSISTENT WITH THIS POLICY.
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o The proposal would necessitate amendments to the comprehensive plan to maintain consistency
with LAMIRD policies

► The preceding comprehensive plan policies shown and reviewed by the Applicant are the comprehensive plan
policies that Staff’s analysis assert should be amended in order to allow mini self-storage as a permitted use in
the CRC zone. Applicant believes that a review of the policies clearly shows that none of the policies must be
amended to allow mini self-storage as a permitted use or to maintain consistency with the implementing
development regulations. APPLICANT’S PROPOSAL REQUIRES NO COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
AMENDMENTS TO BE CONSISTENT.
IN CLOSING
Applicant is confident that the proposal to add mini self-storage as a permitted use in the CRC zone is supported fully by
its analysis within both its Docket XX application and this letter. Further, Application is confident that the proposed
additional of mini self-storage as a permitted use is consistent and complies with the County’s comprehensive plan,
countywide planning policies, multi-county planning policies, and GMA. And no other changes are necessary for
Applicant’s proposal to be approved.
Applicant respectfully requests that Council place it’s proposal on the Final Docket for Docket XX for further processing
and consideration.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Very Sincerely,

David K. Toyer
President
CC:
Honorable Councilwoman Dunn
Honorable Councilwoman Wright
Honorable Councilman Low
Honorable Councilman Mead
Mr. Ken Klein, Executive’s Office
Mr. Steve Skorney, Planning and Development Services
Mr. Yorik Stevens-Wadja, Senior Legislative Analyst
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Wright, Stephanie
Eco, Debbie
FW: Docket XX - File 19-116744-DA
Monday, May 11, 2020 9:15:02 AM
Applicant Support Letter for File 19-116744 DA.pdf

Stephanie Wright
Snohomish County Councilmember
District #3
Edmonds, Lynnwood and Woodway
________________________________________
From: David Toyer [david@toyerstrategic.com]
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 4:43 PM
To: Nehring, Nate; Dunn, Megan; Low, Sam; Mead, Jared; Wright, Stephanie
Cc: Rhyne, Paula; Wiita, Russell; Thompson, Joshua; Cheesman, Darcy; Stevens-Wajda, Yorik; Klein, Ken;
Skorney, Steve
Subject: Docket XX - File 19-116744-DA
CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and
attachments.
Dear Councilmembers:
On behalf of our client, Clearview MLP Storage, LLC, we submit the attached letter in support of their Docket XX
application (File 19-116744-DA). Further, this letter responds to PDS’ recommendation that this proposal not be
placed on the Final Docket for further review and evaluation.
We are confident that this letter, along with the analysis we submitted in the original application, thoroughly
demonstrate that the proposal is consistent with existing regulations, the comprehensive plan, countywide planning
policies, multi-county planning policies and the Growth Management Act; and the proposal merits placement on the
Final Docket for further review and evaluation.
In accordance with Chapter 30.73 and Chapter 30.74, items on the docket are Type 3 legislative decisions that are
distinctly different from quasi-judicial project permit decisions that Council may be called upon to hear on appeal.
As such, I am readily available to answer any questions you may have as you review the docket in advance of the
forthcoming public hearing.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
DAVID K. TOYER, PRESIDENT
TOYER STRATEGIC ADVISORS, INC.
3705 COLBY AVENUE, STE 1
EVERETT, WA 98201
425-344-1523
toyerstrategic.com

